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Jeff Adams
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Canada’s first University north of 60!
Kara Mott
Registrar (Interim), Yukon University

Our May 7th University launch date went ahead
with all of us in our homes, cheering individually for
what was a collective effort on a gigantic scale.
The University Act passed into territorial legislation

Living and working in Canada’s north brings all kinds

allowing us to call ourselves a University, and the

of exciting adventures, such as a registration day

approval from CAQC to grant degrees allowed us

starting with a system blackout or the time we had a

to offer our first 'made in the Yukon' degree in

total network outage from a construction project that

Indigenous self-governance. We have so much to

cut through the fibre optic line running into the

be proud of as Canada’s first University north of

Territory. In the past three years of working up north, I

60!

have experienced more black outs and system failures
than I thought were possible – all taking place during

And not to be forgotten, we launched an online

times of the year of what feels like either perpetual

registration platform during our COVID shutdown

darkness or never-ending sunlight. Surreal at times for

after an 18-month project that took us from a

sure and all these experiences have made me

paper-based process to Banner 9 self-serve. Our

eternally grateful for the backup of paper forms and

launch went from a planned in person student

files!

focused social orientation to many online zoom
sessions we all held from our living rooms,

In a territory of less than 40,000 people, it took a

bedrooms, or kitchen tables.
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great amount of will and dedication to broaden our
scope and transition from Yukon College to Yukon
University. Set for May 2020, we had a community
celebration, convocation and presidential retirement
party all planned. The date was quickly approaching
when COVID knocked on our door and we answered
with a 24-hour packing up of our workstations,
flipping all classes online and shutting down the
campus. Community celebration – cancelled.
Convocation – postponed. President retirement – a

Driving changes as significant as registration and a
University transition takes a large amount of work.
Driving these changes within a territory that
experiences a great digital divide from the rest of
Canada (plus has a favourite pastime for filling out
forms and paying in cash) during a nationwide shut
down, took an incredible effort from a team of
dedicated staff and a community excited to have
access to quality post-secondary education in their
own backyard!

small farewell.
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What is CEUG?
Jen Heard
Co-Chair and Program Chair, CEUG
CEUG is a federal not-for-profit
organization with coast to coast
representation from Canadian postsecondary institutions (colleges, universities
and institutes) using Ellucian software for
higher education. CEUG is led by a
Board comprised of elected volunteer
CEUG Directors with ex-officio
representation from Ellucian.

Join the conversations online at CEUG.ca
to learn about updates to Banner® by
Ellucian, PowerCampus® by Ellucian,
and Colleague® by Ellucian. This is a great
opportunity to connect with our community
of users and partners, learn about best
practices and solutions and collaborate in
these unprecedented times.

CEUG's purpose to provide support,

ARUCC Update
Jeff Adams
Western Representative to ARUCC

education and information to its
members is made possible thanks to our
generous sponsors. Through
them we are able to maintain that
connectivity so we can continue to

The ARUCC Executive continues to oversee the
National Network project as pilot institutions from a
number of provinces work towards implementation;
this is a very exciting time for all of us.

collaborate and innovate.
I want to thank Melissa Padfield and Norma
Rodenburg for the webinar series, titled The
Creative Crisis: Developing Registrarial Leadership
in a Time of Change, they are in the midst of
delivering. We recognize the importance of
continuing our professional development during the
pandemic and the ARUCC Executive looks forward
to exploring other opportunities for professional
development. If you have any ideas please let me
know.
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B.C. Update

September 2020 classes, considering the impact
and risk of the return to face to face classes,
discussing the use of various types of pass/fail
grading in secondary and post-secondary and their
resultant impact on transfer, pre-requisites and
ultimately student success in the classroom,
managing Student ID cards in a pandemic,
considering the specific impacts of COVID on

Greetings from the BC Registrar’s Association. I hope

Trades programs, considering Digital ID cards, and

you are all staying safe and remembering your self-

presentations by ARUCC National Network, the

care. 2020 has been a busy year in British Columbia,
as I am sure it has been elsewhere, with new

Education Planner BC and BCCAT Research and
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Transfer Credit developments.

developments as a result of COVID. We have had
changes in our Executive as members have moved on

The pandemic has created both concerns and

to new positions in western Canada. We said

opportunity for our group. Keeping a strong

congratulations and goodbye to Kylie Thomas who

connection through our impromptu meetings has

moved on to Red Deer College and welcomed David

allowed us to remain focused and share ideas

Johnston into the role of Treasurer.

regarding the issues we have faced. We now look
forward to the opportunities we face in the coming

Managing changes in grading, scheduling,

year as we prepare for transition to the next stage

examination and Convocation have kept everyone

of post-secondary education in BC.

very busy. Issues presented by International students,
including synchronous versus asynchronous courses,
registration without a student Visa and culturally
sensitive course drops also added new issues to our

Cheers,
Bert Annear
President BCRA

workload.

As a result of COVID our group adopted a new
strategy of moving online discussion topics into
impromptu and informal online meetings to allow
more robust discussion. This has had significant
benefits. One major drawback is some members
schedules do not give the flexibility to attend on short
notice. We were also able to hold our Fall meeting
virtually this year.

Meetings this year included discussion with the
Assistant Deputy Minister of Education regarding
COVID impact on grading and graduation in High
Schools, discussing the smooth transition of students
to Post-Secondary during COVID with key members
of the Ministry Advanced Education, Skills and
Training, looking at the issues involved in planning for
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The Isolation Factor:
Acknowledging the Need for Intentional
Communication while Working from Home
Anna-Marie Ryan
Office of the Registrar | Coordinator, Academic Records and Graduation
Trinity Western University | t: 604.513.2121 (x: 3569) | e: Anna-Marie.Ryan@twu.ca

Pre-March 2020
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You arrive at the office Monday morning feeling down, but your mood improves after discussing a
frustrating personal situation with a sympathetic coworker. Following a couple of hours of solid
productivity, you take a walk to the campus cafe with a desk-mate to verbally process a
complicated situation with a student. You are grateful for the unique insights and perspective they
offer. As the day unfolds, several unexpected challenges are thrown your way that could easily
overwhelm you. Thankfully, you have a colleague with a different set of skills and expertise just
around the corner, and a quick knock at their open office door reveals that they have a few minutes
to chat and help you come up with a plan of action.

Post-March 2020

You wake up each morning and within a matter of minutes you can be at your computer ready to
tackle the day's work. The perks of working from home are not lost on you: a commute that involves
taking a few steps to your office (which might also be your bedroom or living room), the freedom to
wear sweatpants all day (assuming they don't derail your productivity), and the flexibility
to schedule your work hours around school drop offs and pickups, mealtimes, and those increasingly
necessary massage appointments. But as the weeks have turned into months, the novelty of remote
work has fallen by the wayside and the many disadvantages have made themselves known. One of
the most critical? The lack of daily interaction with your colleagues.

The personal connection and relational support many of us have come to rely upon in the workplace
is important to maintain given the daily challenges presented by our new (and ever changing) global
pandemic reality. However, this connection is difficult to achieve when the organic relationships and
conversations with colleagues we once thrived on (whether we were aware of it or not) are no
longer unfolding on a day-to-day basis. Meeting debriefs, brainstorming, and personal anecdotes
that were shared in the copy room or across a desk now need to be scheduled as a video call or
shared via email. Virtual communication among staff can be challenging to implement in practice,
particularly when you can’t glance around the office and gauge which of your colleagues are up for
a coffee break and which are focused on meeting an important deadline.
Continued ...
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Continued from page 5

Eight months into the COVID-19 pandemic (and with no certain end in sight), it may be time to reevaluate the importance of maintaining social and verbal interactions with our colleagues while
working remotely. The secret to keeping these relationships thriving and lines of communication open
in a virtual workplace? A little extra planning and intentionality.

Here are a few ideas that the Registrar’s Office staff at TWU are exploring:

Optional daily “power hours” on Zoom that allow staff to jump into an open Zoom room and work
together for an hour or two. We communicate via a Teams chat group when we are “going online”
so others can join us. This has so far proven to be a great morale booster and has reintroduced
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team problem solving and casual discussion that was once a part of our office routine.

Small group or one-on-one “coffee breaks.” We are encouraging each other to reach out to a
coworker or two each day for a scheduled coffee break over Microsoft Teams (our chat platform of
choice).

Team training sessions and scheduled meetings that are specifically for the purpose of learning
how we can be more efficient in offering virtual services to students, and how we can support the
processes of different departments within our office (registration, graduation, student accounts,
etc.)

Virtual celebrations and social events that allow us to have non-work related interactions and
focus on personal relationship building.

References:
Remote Work Communications Guide:
https://icplan.com/blog/internal-communications/remote-work-communications-guide/

End of the Office: Loneliness and Isolation in Remote Work:
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/end-of-the-office-the-quiet-grinding-loneliness-of-working-from-home?utm_source=pocket-newtab

Advantages and Disadvantages of Remote Work:
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/covid-19s-impact-on-remote-work-life-top-5-advantages-and-disadvantages/
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Alberta Update
Melissa Padfield
Vice-Provost & University Registrar,
University of Alberta
As with the entire country there is a lot going on in
higher education in the province of Alberta at the
moment, and much of it touches on the work of our
amazing group of Registrar's and their teams. As a
collective our post-secondary Registrars meet
regularly through the Alberta Registrars' Association.
The critical topics occupying our minds these days, in
addition to the ongoing and ever changing response
to COVID-19, are:

Council of Post-Secondary Presidents of Alberta
(COPPOA) review of APAS:
COPPOA in collaboration with the Alberta PostSecondary Application System (APAS) is
undertaking a review of APAS. This review is being
conducted to determine what opportunities may
exist for APAS in the future, and how it may fit into
other changes being identified through Alberta
2030 and as part of the ongoing evolution of the
higher education landscape. The Alberta
Registrars' Association membership has had some
opportunities to provide input into this review and
the report is scheduled to be released in late 2020
or early 2021.
We are
uncertain
about what
WARUCC
UPDATE
| FALL
- WINTER
2019 | 5
outcomes may result from this exploration.

Alberta 2030: Building Skills for Job
The provincial government is undertaking a review of
the entire post-secondary system within the province.
The expressed purpose of this initiative is to
"transform the adult learning system to focus on
providing the high quality education, skills and
training needed to get Albertans back to work, meet
current and future labour market demands, and drive
innovation to make Alberta competitive in a 21st
century global economy." Currently in the

Tuition and Fees Planning for 2021:
In February 2020 we were provided with an
update to our new Alberta Tuition Framework. This
framework lifted the freeze on tuition and noninstructional fees that had been in place for the
preceding 5 years and has provided for increases
of 7% per year for three years (ending in 2022). As
a result most institutions are exploring tuition
increases for the coming academic year.

engagement phase, the review is expected to deliver
a strategy for the sector in early 2021.
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J. David McLeod
Assistantship Fund
WARUCC Assistantships were created in 1991

Who Wants to be a
Registrar? ~ Blog
It is back!

to assist members undertaking professional
development, research, education or other
professional activities that will be of benefit to
the registrarial profession.

A while (years) ago, Grant McMillan, Registrar at
Trinity Western University wrote a blog called “Who
Wants to Be a Registrar?” WARUCC linked to it from
its News and Events page but now, with more

WARUCC allocates $5,000 annually to
Assistantships and in 2020, the recipients are:

frequent udpates to come, please visit Grant's blog
directly at: https://gvmcmillan.wordpress.com/

Jennifer Chin, University of British Columbia
Sherry Olson, Saskatchewan Polytechnic
Jennifer Fleckenstein, Olds College

The deadline for submitting applications for
the 2021 Assistantships is May 15, 2021.
Application forms can be accessed at the
following URL:

WARUCC Service
Awards & Honorary
Memberships
In 1993, the Western Association of Registrars of the

http://www.warucc.ca/Assistantship

Universities and Colleges of Canada (WARUCC)
began a Service Awards program to recognize
exceptional achievement in the field. Service

Share Your News
Do you have something to contribute to the next
issue for this newsletter? An update on a project, a
provincial initiative, an interesting professional

Awards and Honorary Memberships are announced
at the biennial general meeting of the association.

Find out more at :
http://www.warucc.ca/Service-Awards-HonoraryMemberships

development opportunity in past or future, or a
personal perspective on an issue? Send your
contributions to:

Inga Wheeler, BC Member-at-Large
Email:
bcmal@warucc.ca
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Manitoba Update

Greetings from friendly Manitoba,

As with most of you, the disruption brought in by the pandemic has forced the Enrolment Services and
Registrar’s Office teams in Manitoba to re-evaluate all of our work practices, find ways to stay
connected, and provide high quality, integrated service in a largely virtual environment. This transition has
not always been smooth, but it has served as an excellent reminder of how important and rewarding it is
to maintain lifelong learning in our professional lives. It also showed us that we
are more nimble than we think we are. While we continue to plan for a primarily online Winter 2020 term
with very limited in-person activities, we definitely look forward to a time where it will be safe for us all to
gather and regroup in person once again.

Brandon University (BU) has begun implementing the CampusNexus suite of products to replace their 40year old legacy student information and finance systems. This project will completely change the way that
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BU operates and serves students, faculty, and staff. The University anticipates going live with

CampusNexus Engage, the CRM and application module, in summer 2021 and going live with
CampusNexus Student and Finance in spring/summer 2022. There is a lot of work ahead, but the
University is very excited to create a clean, seamless, transparent experience for students and the larger
BU community.

Likewise, the University of Winnipeg is in the process of implementing Recruit, a front-end module for the
Ellucian Colleague student information system. After an initial implementation in the University’s
English Language Program, the undergrad school has implemented the software in the

Recruitment

department over spring/summer 2020, and undergrad admissions will be cutting over to Recruit for
applications in December 2020.

Similarly, a few initiatives to expand learners’ support are being underway at Red River College. For
example, the College has been implementing a course-based registration (as opposed to the previously
adopted program-based registration) model. The new model balances two aims: 1) to make education
more accessible, relevant and flexible for our students — today, tomorrow and into the future and 2) to
make program delivery more effective, consistent and sustainable for Red River College. In addition, in
November 2020, the College has launched a new software, Student Planning, that will enable students to
plan, select and schedule courses, receive advising support, monitor credential progress, and register – all
in one place.

Not only did the pandemic force us to become more technologically advanced, it also disrupted the
status quo of our academic regulations. In the Winter 2020 term, many Manitoba institutions implemented
temporary “compassionate grading” options given the sudden and unexpected shift from primarily inperson to primarily remote instruction accompanied by significant life disruption for many people. These
options included extensions of term Voluntary Withdrawal deadlines and the ability for students to select
a Pass/Fail or Pass/No Credit grade on some/all courses from that term. Further, in recognition that there
may be exceptional or even catastrophic circumstances that preclude an Institution’s ability to deliver the
final portion of a course or program, Red River College approved an Aegrotat Policy that would allow
Aegrotat standing for cohorts or classes of students when a pandemic or epidemic interferes with the
College’s ability to deliver programming or causes disruption
Continued ...
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Continued from page 9

to the delivery method originally planned such that most students will not reasonably be able to return to
complete their nearly completed courses or program.

Like most counterparts across Canada, Manitoba’s institutions converted to remote delivery toward the
end of our Winter 2020 term and have held almost exclusively remote classes for Spring 2020, Fall 2020,
and the upcoming Winter 2021. At the University of Winnipeg, the Academic Scheduling
office has been playing a pivotal role in reworking the timetable to reflect the new formats for thousands
of sections.

The recruitment, admissions, academic scheduling, and student records and registration

operations, along with other student services, have shifted to remote operations very smoothly, and the
staff are to be commended for their flexibility and commitment through these trying times.
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Many institutions in the province have also held virtual convocation ceremonies. For example, the

University of Winnipeg held three successful virtual convocation ceremonies on October 22 and 23,
recognizing all of their 2020 graduates – from February, June, and October – with around 1500 individual
Zoom registrations tuning in to view the proceedings.

Part of the ceremony was conducted

live by the Registrar, President, and Chancellor, and pre-recorded names for the procession were run with
individual slides for each student, featuring a picture if they chose to submit one.

Finally, as the pandemic hit our province, post-secondary institutions have partnered with the government
and other organizations, to contribute to fighting this battle. Red River College, in partnership with the
Province of Manitoba, has created a new micro-credential course that will provide essential training to
help increase COVID-19 testing capacity for Manitoba Public Health. “Protecting the health and safety of
Manitobans remains our number one priority,” says Premier Brian Pallister. “Our government is committed
to expanding our COVID-19 testing capacity to reduce wait times to get a test. This partnership with Red
River College will enable us to provide essential training opportunities to highly skilled health-care
workers, who can now our efforts to help stop the spread of COVID-19 in our communities.”

The course — which takes as little as five hours to complete — is designed to train a number of healthcare workers and students studying for careers in health care to safely conduct a nasal swab to
collect samples to test for the virus. It will be offered tuition-free to students through RRC’s School of
Continuing Education, and will be a blended delivery model, which will include essential theory offered
through online delivery and a hands-on training component.

We are in it together!

With warm wishes from Manitoba to our colleagues in Western Canada,

Andrea McDaniel, WARUCC Secretary, Registrar, Brandon University
Anna Hughes, Manitoba Member-At-Large, Registrar, Red River College
Colin Russell, Registrar, University of Winnipeg
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Saskatchewan Update
James D'Arcy
Registrar, University of Regina
The Saskatchewan post-secondary landscape has

We are currently conducting a feasibility study on
the implementation of technology to help us track
and map student mobility options in and out of the
province.

certainly changed over the last 8 months.
Transitioning from a daily office routine to one that
requires to work from home, the implementation of
quick and fast strategies to facilitate the remote
learning environment, temporary policy and
procedure changes, and learning to work in new and

Here at the U of R, we are making good strides in
our goal to centralize transfer credit. A project that
has been interrupted on several occasions from
external influences that required us to refocus our
attention, COVID being one of them.
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different ways.

As the old saying goes “every cloud”. In this case,
COVID. Who knew that when we all gathered in
Regina for WARUCC in June of 2019 that we would be
facing these kinds of challenges? Yet we are still
finding the time to move our Saskatchewan Initiatives
forward.

COVID exposed a lot of vulnerabilities, had us
questioning some of our processes, and pressed us
in new directions. And while providing leadership
has been quite the undertaking in these times, I
have developed a great sense of pride in the
adaptability and nimbleness of the staff, faculty,
and leaders who work higher education. Not only

Some of us are planning for our on-boarding to the
ARUCC National Network. How wonderful it is to see

those at the U of R, but right across this nation.
Tenacity comes to mind.

this initiative come to fruition. The Saskatchewan
Transfer Credit and Learner Pathway Council
continues to make progress on our strategic goals.

Hang in there. Stay safe. Wear a mask and keep
the distance.
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Ready for a Read?
Inga Wheeler
Associate Registrar, Okanagan College
I recently completed my EdD at Western and read a lot. When I say a lot, I mean a ton.

Here, I will share a few books that were my go-to over the last few years, either as reference, as guide, or to
have a synthesis of all the big, often dry and complicated theories. They are not nearly as theoretical as the
classics like Morgan’s Images of Organization (Morgan) or How Colleges Work by Birnbaum but written in a
way that you may stay awake reading them! (I have fallen asleep in books and on articles frequently while in
school, so I feel qualified to say this.)

So consider these favorites of mine:

Buller, J. L. (2015). Change leadership in higher education: A practical guide to academic transformation.
San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.
Kezar, A. (2014b). How colleges change: Understanding, leading, and enacting change. New York, NY:
Routledge.
Lewis, L. K. (2019). Organizational change: Creating change through strategic communication (2nd ed.).
Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons.

And on a lighter note:

Gallo, C. (2014). Talk Like TED: 9 Public-Speaking Secrets of the World’s Top Minds. New York, NY: St.
Martin’s Griffin.
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